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Non-Defense Discretionary Programs Have Seen
Large Cuts and Face More Cuts in 2015
By David Reich
Fiscal year 2015 will almost inevitably be another year of shrinking real resources for non-defense
discretionary (NDD) programs, which encompass all non-defense spending other than interest
payments and entitlement programs. In Congress’ negotiations over 2015 funding levels during the
lame-duck session, the Budget Control Act (BCA) caps, as further reduced by sequestration, will
continue to squeeze available funding. Non-defense spending will once again fall in inflationadjusted terms, approaching its lowest levels in at least five decades as a share of the economy.

2015: The Fifth Year of Austerity
NDD programs cover a wide range of functions and services, including law enforcement and
courts, homeland security, veterans’ medical care, scientific and medical research, public health,
education, housing assistance, national parks, environmental protection, basic operations of
government such as tax collection and personnel management, and many others.
These programs are now in the fifth year of an austerity drive that policymakers began in 2011.
Austerity came in three waves: substantial cuts in the final 2011 appropriations legislation, the 2011
BCA’s binding annual caps on appropriations for ten years, and sequestration under the BCA, which
took the form of across-the-board cuts in 2013 and reductions in the appropriations caps for
subsequent years.
As a result, regular NDD funding fell by $41 billion between 2010 and 2014 before adjusting for
inflation, through a combination of program cuts and use of offsetting savings. After adjusting for
inflation, the four-year cut was $87 billion or 15 percent. 1 Many programs were cut by substantially
more than 15 percent. And numerous programs that didn’t absorb large dollar cuts nevertheless
faced a steady squeeze as their costs (which often rise with inflation) increased while funding did not
(or didn’t rise commensurately).

Part of the reduction reflects a decline in Census Bureau funding after the 2010 decennial census and increases in
receipts from Federal Housing Administration mortgage insurance programs and certain changes in mandatory
programs. Excluding these factors, the inflation-adjusted cut in NDD funding from 2010 to 2014 was 10 percent.
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The dramatic effect of this austerity is evident when measuring spending relative to the economy
or gross domestic product (GDP) — the standard way to make budgetary comparisons over long
periods of time. Spending for these programs stood at 3.4 percent of GDP in 2014, well below the
3.8 percent average over the five decades since 1962 (which is as far back as comparable data are
available).2
This trend will continue in 2015 and beyond under the BCA caps and sequestration. The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that NDD spending will drop to 3.3 percent of GDP
in 2015 and 3.1 percent in 2016, equaling its lowest level on record.3 Put another way, the share of
national income going to these programs — in education, science, infrastructure, environment,
medical care for veterans, human services, homeland security, and other fields — is rapidly
approaching the lowest level (measured as a share of the economy) in at least five decades. (See
Figure 1.)
Figure 1

Non-Defense Discretionary Spending
Falling to Historic Lows

*Data available only back to 1962
**Sequestration budget cuts required under the 2011 Budget Control Act.
Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities based on Office of Management and
Budget and Congressional Budget Office data.

This analysis is done using outlays (spending) rather than budget authority (funding) because the historical data for
outlays go back further and are less susceptible to comparability problems. Figures reflect all non-defense, nonentitlement outlays, including those for overseas contingency operations, emergencies, disaster relief, and the Highway
Trust Fund, funding for which is exempt from the BCA caps.
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These figures come from the latest CBO baseline estimates, made in August 2014, and assume compliance with the
BCA caps as reduced by sequestration.
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2015 Funding Cap Is Tight
The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2013, negotiated by House Budget Committee Chair Paul Ryan and
Senate Budget Committee Chair Patty Murray, modestly raised the BCA cap for NDD funding in
2015. But even with this increase, the 2015 level is only $583 million or 0.1 percent higher than the
2014 cap before adjusting for inflation. Because inflation is significantly higher than 0.1 percent, this
means that in inflation-adjusted terms, funding is slated to fall by roughly $10 billion in 2015.
The situation is even tighter than these figures imply. The small dollar increase allowed for 2015
will be more than consumed by a technical factor beyond the Appropriations Committees’ control:
the decline in estimated receipts from Federal Housing Administration (FHA) mortgage insurance
programs, which help offset NDD funding.4 CBO estimates that FHA receipts will fall by $2.9
billion from 2014 to 2015 because the volume of FHA-insured loans is declining as the private
mortgage market recovers. This has the same effect as a $2.9 billion reduction in the BCA cap for
2015, leaving less room under the cap to fund programs.
Further, Congress has already raised funding for veterans’ medical care by $1.2 billion for 2015.
That increase was part of last year’s appropriations legislation, in keeping with the practice begun in
2009 of enacting veterans’ medical care appropriations one year in advance to ensure that the
medical system has funding at the beginning of each year. This advance funding for 2015 VA
medical care counts against the overall 2015 cap on discretionary appropriations. Since VA medical
care received increased funding, the rest of the discretionary budget has less room.
Taking just these two factors into account, as well as the small nominal increase in the cap, the
Appropriations Committees will need to find roughly $3.5 billion in net new cuts and additional
offsets relative to 2014 funding levels to stay within the BCA cap.

Funding Needs Continue to Grow
In addition, policymakers have identified several different priorities for increased funding over the
2014 level, which would necessitate offsetting savings elsewhere. A number of programs receive
increases in both the House and Senate versions of the 2015 appropriations bills (though sometimes
to varying degrees) — such as air traffic control and other Federal Aviation Administration
operations, weather satellite replacement, veterans’ programs not covered by advance appropriations
(such as processing disability claims), border security, and the Indian Health Service. Every such
increase necessitates cuts (or larger cuts) in other NDD programs.
It’s worth noting that even where a 2015 appropriations bill includes funding increases in a
priority area, in many cases funding remains below levels of a few years ago. For example, the
Senate 2015 Labor-Education-HHS appropriations bill would increase funding for the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) by $606 million relative to the 2014 level, not adjusted for inflation. Yet
Under budget rules, the amount by which the receipts from the FHA mortgage insurance programs exceed expected
program costs (including expected defaults, which the insurance will have to cover) is credited to the relevant
appropriations bill. This crediting effectively increases the overall level of discretionary funding that can be provided
while still meeting the BCA caps.
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even with this sizable increase, NIH funding would remain $258 million below its 2010 level before
adjusting for inflation and $3.5 billion (10 percent) below its 2010 level after adjusting for inflation.
Similarly, the Senate bill includes a modest increase in job training grants to states — which were
recently overhauled and re-authorized on a bipartisan basis — but funding for these grants would
still be $345 million below its level five years ago, before adjusting for inflation.
Meeting these and other needs within the BCA cap will be challenging, particularly in light of the
declining FHA receipts. The Senate versions of the 2015 bills take some steps that can help,
including making greater use of offsetting savings from mandatory programs (those not funded
through the appropriations process) and covering part of the cost of fighting forest fires (which has
risen in recent years) outside the caps. But even with these measures, new rounds of cuts in some
programs are virtually certain.
Unless sequestration is scaled back, 2016 will be worse. The post-sequestration cap on NDD
funding is projected to be slightly lower in 2016 than in 2015 even before accounting for inflation,
allowing no increase whatsoever to meet new or growing needs, offset inflation, or compensate for
developments such as another decrease in FHA receipts. Sequestration is putting a damaging
squeeze on appropriations and will continue to do so unless adjustments are made in the postsequestration caps.
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